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move are the third and fourth pin. The first and second pin are labeled as the contacts of the
jumpers. You'll need to move these pins from their original positions as indicated in the diagram to a
position where the CD drive will now be able to read or write a CD correctly. I would suggest taking
the drive to a reputable electronics repair shop and allowing them to do this for you. Update: The

panel appeared to end after Gruber refused to answer question about whether he regrets his
comments or not. Update e79caf774b
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class 'disabled', and when its clicked needs to
be disabled I am currently working on a modal
form using CSS and HTML. I have a button that
looks like this: Submit Clicking this button does
nothing. I have a piece of jQuery that when the
form is submitted I will change this button's CSS
class to disabled. However, the problem I have
is that this button needs to be disabled on page

load. How can I do that? Do I have to add a
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piece of Javascript to do this? Thanks in
advance! A: Use the class in css .disabled {

color: grey; background: none; border: none;
cursor: default; /* added */ } and on the button
add the class. Then use!important on the styles
to override the css .btn.disabled { /* your styles
*/ } Q: Xcode 6 setup issue: Gatekeeper denied
when using development location from another

Mac I'm running Xcode 6.3.2 on Yosemite
(10.10.1) with my developer account. Whenever

I try to use Gatekeeper to allow apps
downloaded from the Mac App Store or from a

developer account I get the following error:
gatekeeper denied /Users/johndoe/Library/Mobil
eDevice/Provisioning Profiles/89A960C1-3A84-4
A15-87B3-1B18DA73F4EA The problem is that

the location I downloaded Xcode from
(apple.com)
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